A general framework for a reliable multivariate analysis and pattern recognition in high-dimensional epidemiological data, based on cluster robustness: a tutorial to enrich the epidemiologists' toolkit.
In an epidemiologist's toolbox, three main types of statistical tools can be found: means and proportions comparisons, linear or logistic regression models and Cox-type regression models. All these techniques have their own multivariate formulations, so that biases can be accounted for. Nonetheless, there is an entire set of natively massive multivariate techniques, which are based on weaker assumptions than classical statistical techniques are, and which seem to be underestimated or remain unknown to most epidemiologists. These techniques are used for pattern recognition or clustering – that is, for retrieving homogeneous groups in data without any a priori about these groups. They are widely used in connex domains such as genetics or biomolecular studies. Most clustering techniques require tuning specific parameters so that groups can be identified in data. A critical parameter to set is the number of groups the technique needs to discover. Different approaches to find the optimal number of groups are available, such as the silhouette approach and the robustness approach. This article presents the key aspects of clustering techniques (how proximity between observations is defined and how to find the number of groups), two archetypal techniques (namely the k-means and PAM algorithms) and how they relate to more classical statistical approaches. Through a theoretical, simple example and a real data application, we provide a complete framework within which classical epidemiological concerns can be reconsidered. We show how to (i) identify whether distinct groups exist in data, (ii) identify the optimal number of groups in data, (iii) label each observation according to its own group and (iv) analyze the groups identified according to separate and explicative data. In addition, how to achieve consistent results while removing sensitivity to initial conditions is explained. Clustering techniques, in conjunction with methods for parameter tuning, provide the epidemiologist with substantial additional tools. They differ from the usual approaches based on hypothesis-testing because no assumptions are made on the data and these clustering techniques are natively multivariate.